We had medical 4 calls this month and 3 police calls. To touch on the police calls it was an individual having trouble with mental health. And the individual’s paranoia was the reason for the calls they were all unfounded and had no actual crime behind them. We have been working to get this individual better equipped to navigate their mental health.

We had another family move out making our total 171 individuals moved out since we opened.

We are working with the health department to have two COVID vaccine events each month. To give individuals the opportunity to get the vaccine. Especially since individuals might be working. And also we get new residents periodically.

We had a barbecue memorial weekend. Which went super well we had badminton volleyball bean bag toss ring toss mini tetherball ping pong. Water guns yeah ball toss we had hot dogs chickn hamburgers potato salad lemonade pop it was super awesome the kids had a great time and it turned out amazing.

Rainbow center will be bringing lunches on Tuesday